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GMOs? OMG!
A curious thing happened to me at a Climate Change and
Sustainability conference at Oxford University this month. It was
a roundtable format featuring a gaggle of scholars from 12
countries, representing disciplines ranging from agronomy to
architecture and engineering. Our mission was to decry, dissect,
and unravel some of the debilitating effects of climate change.

UF/IFAS-tested treatment
retains avocado taste,
smell while keeping it
fresh.
Read article»

Awards & Announcements
Animal sciences professor
named College of Agricultural
and Life Sciences associate
dean
Pharmacologist named UF
executive associate dean for
veterinary medicine
UF/IFAS economics faculty
member recognized as earlycareer leader

Most participants railed against “climate change deniers” and the
effect they had on the mitigation progress and process.
Correspondingly, there was a resounding consensus that climate
change models and studies are based on good science. For the
most part, everyone seemed to get along swimmingly until the
conversation turned to GMOs. Then the group’s mood abruptly
changed from a like-minded coterie of climate change crusaders
to a peevish posse of anti-GMO vigilantes.
As it turns out, there was a remarkable number of otherwise
scientifically-minded participants who trusted the science that
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When it comes to glutenfree diets, unfounded
beliefs abound, according
to UF/IFAS study.
Read article»
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substantiates climate change but distrusted the science that
corroborates the safety and efficacy of GMOs. I wasn’t as much
surprised as I was disheartened. I’ve seen it before. The same
folks who are fighting the climate change wars, working mightily
to preserve the planet, can be some of the very same people
who fear and loath GMOs. It’s a classic case of SSDD (Same
Science, Different Dudes). SSDD strikes when ideology and not
methodology guides a search for truth. We, as a people, tend to
live by our belief systems and when our beliefs, whether they be
religious, political, social or whatever, bump up against facts as
discovered through the scientific method, we tend to reject the
facts.
Good science isn’t always convenient. It doesn’t offer the
shortcuts and quick gratification of media hype and provocative
untested claims.

Berry Pest

UF/IFAS study finds simple
solution to monitoring
major berry pest.
Read article»

Panthers

If done right, though, science helps us develop a common set of
facts. We can then have honest disagreements about the best
public policy response to the facts. Using science à la carte
prevents us from even agreeing which questions need to be
answered.
Scientists have a special responsibility to stick to evidence. What
I saw in Oxford was disheartening because it showed me how far
we are from the finish line in the race to address a grand
challenge. In fact, it told me that we aren’t even at the same
starting line.

Panthers prey on ranchers’
calves, but amount varies,
UF/IFAS research shows.
Read article»
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UF/IFAS strategies give forest
owners, managers disastercoping methods

‘Little janitor’ merits attention in springs’
health debate, UF/IFAS research shows.
Read more...

Offer kids whole grains; they’ll
eat them, UF/IFAS study
shows

UF/IFAS study shows
flavor trumps health for
blueberry buying.
Read article»

With a little help, citizen
scientists can be good proxies,
research shows

Elkton potato
UF/IFAS releases new potato variety.
Read more...

Annual conference to teach
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more
Kids’ ‘community’ knowledge
from Internet leaves UF/IFAS
researcher hopeful

Strawberry Monitoring

Crape Myrtle
Crape myrtle in nurseries now susceptible to
bacterial leaf spot, researchers say.
Read more...

Climate, genetics can affect
how long virus-carrying
mosquitoes live
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UF/IFAS study: Strawberry
monitoring system could
add $1.7 million over 10
years to some farms.
Read article»
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